[Adaptation of control mechanisms involved in upright undisturbed stance maintenance during prolonged darkness].
To assess to which extent the non visual somato-sensorial information may, through a recalibration process, induce a reorganisation by the central nervous system to control undisturbed upright stance. Ten healthy adults were placed in complete darkness for a 24 min period. Their postural performance was recorded through a force platform on which they were required to stand still at regular intervals. Centre of Pressure (CP) displacements, recorded from the platform, were modelled as fractional brownian motion. Through this analysis, one may objectively assess from which distance and for how long the corrective process is initiated with the aim of slowing and retrace its steps. In addition, the degree to which the CP trajectories are successively controlled was determined. Once in complete darkness, an increase of the mean time intervals (Delta(t)) before the corrective process intervenes was observed, the effect being mostly significant for the mediolateral direction. In parallel, the mean distances covered at this Delta(t) were slightly affected for both mediolateral and anteroposterior directions. Lastly, the degree to which the CP trajectories are controlled tended to decrease. These data suggest a reorganisation of the control mechanisms called into play for maintaining an undisturbed upright stance, thus implying participation of the central nervous system. This short-term adaptation is discussed on the basis of our knowledge of long term adaptations previously observed in blind individuals, and also in a rehabilitation perspective.